The bipartite crossing number of a bipartite graph is the minimum number of crossings of edges when the partitions are placed on two parallel lines and edges are drawn as straigh line segments between the lines. We prove exact results, asymtotics and new upper bounds for the bipartite crossing numbers of 2-dimensional mesh graphs. Especially we show that bcr(P 6 × P n ) = 35n − 47, for n ≥ 7.
Introduction
The planar crossing number is the minimum number of edge crossings in a drawing of a graph in the plane. This is an important and a difficult problem which has been studied in graph theory as well as in the theory of VLSI [4, 10, 15] . Computing the value of the planar crossing number is N P -hard [6] , and exact values are known only for very restricted classes of graphs. In this paper we study a frequent variant of the planar crossing number. Let G = (V 0 , V 1 , E) be a bipartite graph, where V 0 , V 1 is the bipartition of vertices into independent sets. A bipartite drawing of G, denoted by D(G) consists of placing the vertices of V 0 and V 1 into distinct points on two horizontal lines y = 0, y = 1 in the xy-plane, respectively, and then drawing each edge with one straight line segment which connects the endvertices. The bipartite crossing number of the drawing, denoted by bcr(D(G)) is the number of crossing pairs of edges in the drawing. The bipartite crossing number of G, denoted by bcr(G) is the minimum of bcr(D(G)) over all drawings. A motivation behind studying bcr(G) comes from the routing of VLSI (see for example [10, 17] ). Another motivation appears in the field of graph drawing. It is well known that bcr(G) is one of the parameters which strongly influences the understanding and the aesthetics of drawings of graph like structures especially in a hierarchical fashion. For a survey on drawing graphs see [3] .
The notion of bcr(G) was first introduced in [7] , [8] and [23] , where it was stated that bcr(G) = 0 iff the graph is caterpillar and bcr(C n ) = n/2 − 1 for an n-vertex cycle. Some basic observations on bcr(G) were made in [13] . The bipartite crossing number problem is known to be NP-complete [6] but can be solved in polynomial time for bipartite permutation graphs [20] , and trees [18] . A great deal of research has been devoted to the design of algorithms and heuristics for solving this problem (see for example [2, 5, 9, 11, 12, 14, 21, 22] ).
Looking for exact results for bcr(G) for typical graphs is of special interest from the graph-theoretic point of view but such results can also be applied in testing heuristics for bipartite drawings. So far the heuristics are mostly compared against each other but not against the optimal drawing, which is typicaly unknown. For this purpose one can use
where S(K n ) denotes the complete graph with exactly one new vertex on every edge [8] .
They proved a similar formula for the subdivided complete bipartite graph. In [18] we proved for the complete binary tree T n of depth n − 1
For the mesh P m × P n i.e. the graph defined by the Cartesian product of an m−vertex path with an n−vertex path, where 3 ≤ m ≤ n, we got in [19] bcr(P 3 × P n ) = 5n − 6, for n ≥ 3. To our knowledge these are all known nontrivial exact results for the bipartite crossing number of typical graphs. In [19] we also proved an estimation
In this paper we prove an asymptotics
and exact results for m = 4, 5, and6. Especially,
We conclude the paper by new upper bounds for bipartite crossing numbers of general meshes and some conjectures about exact values.
A General Lower Bound
In this section we prove a lower bound for general meshes. Assuume that the mesh has m horizontal rows and n vertical columns. Theorem 2.1. For a mesh P m × P n , n > 8m:
Proof. Let us have a bipartite drawing D of a mesh. Divide the drawing into three parts: . Take a bijection between the two groups of vertices and for any pair join its vertices by a path such that it uses exclusively edges of one row of the mesh and then the edges in the columns where the vertices of the pair reside. In We have m such edge disjoint paths. There are at least n − 2m complete columns in D 2 . Now we count the number of crossings of the above m paths with edges of these columns. There are m − 1 column edges in one column and at least m − 2 paths must cross each of them (two path may use envertices of a column edge). Therefore there are (n − 2m)(m − 1)(m − 2) crossings of this type. If a row edge lies completely in D 2 it must be crossed by m − 1 paths as one path can use the edge. As there are at least (n − 1)m − 4m 2 such edges, we have at least
2 ) × (m − 1)/2 crossings of this type, which in total gives the claimed lower bound. In Section 4 we describe an upper bound which coincides with this lower bound up to the second order term for fixed m and n >> m which implies:
Three Exact Results
We prove exact results on the bipartite crossing numbers for m = 4, 5, 6. We skip the (simpler) proofs for the cases m = 4, 5.
Theorem 3.1. The bipartite crossing number of P 4 × P n satisfies
The bipartite crossing number of P 5 × P n satisfies
The bipartite crossing number of P 6 × P n satisfies
Proof. The matching upper bounds will be shown in Section 4. It is known that bcr(P 6 × P 6 ) = 161 and bcr(P 6 × P 7 ) = 198. The values were found by Thomas Odenthal using a branch and bound algorithm [16] .
The leftmost comb C is a subgraph of the mesh defined as a graph induced by the first two columns and deleting the edges of the second column. Similarly we define the rightmost comb. Let us call the convex hull of the drawing of C the comb region R.
We proceed by induction on n. Let the claim hold for n − 1 ≥ 7. Consider an optimal drawing D(P 6 × P n ). If there are 35 crossings on the lefmost or rightmost comb then by deleting that comb we get a drawing D(P 6 × P n−1 ). Hence
Now, our aim is to show that the drawing must be in special forms for which we determine the numbers of crossings directly. Let Z be the set of vertices which are not in C. Assume that there are at least two vertices or one vertex of degree at least 3 of Z to the left and at least two vertices or one vertex of degree at least 3 of Z to the right of R.
Then there exist at least 3 edge disjoint paths between these vertices in the mesh, which are vertex disjoit from C. The 3 paths force 33 crossings on C and note that there are 5 additional crossings on C caused just by the edges of C, and edges of the second column. In total we have 38 crossings on C, a contradiction.
Wlog we assume that there is at most one vertex of degree two v ∈ Z lying to the left of R. Let S ⊆ Z denote the set of vertices lying in the comb region R. We claim that there are at least 17 vertices of Z, which are from the 3-rd through 8-th column and lying to the right of the comb region R. If there are only at most 16 such vertices, then as n ≥ 8, the graph induced by Z has at least 60 edges and at most 24 of them are in the graph induced by those 16 vertices. Hence the number of edges incident to S is at least 36 and every such edge produces a crossing on C, a contradiction.
Take the set Z of 11 vertices out of those 17 such that they do lie in the 3-rd through 7-th columns. There are 6 vertex disjoint paths, forming a set P, between the vertices of the second column and vertices of Z and disjoint from the edges of C and from the righmost column (see Appendix 5) . It implies that there is no vertex of degree 2 on the paths from P. If S = ∅, then we can move the degree two vertex v from the left to the immediate right of R without increasing crossings. We checked by computer all possible drawings of C (i.e., (6!) 2 permutations) and found that if S = ∅, then the edges of C are crossed at least 32 times. The crossings are caused either by paths from P or edges of the second column or by C edges with C edges. Moreover, there is only one drawing of C with precisely 32 crossing, that is in Fig. 3 . We call it optimal with empty S. Assume that the comb C is not in the optimal with empty S drawing and there are less than 35 crossings on it i.e. its number of crossings is 33 or 34.
Suppose there is a vertex of degree two in S. As it does not belong to any of the paths of P, it causes at least 2 crossings more crossings on C.
Suppose there is a vertex of degree three (four) in S. It may belong to one of the paths of P. This implies at least one (two) more crossings on C. Consequently if there are two nodes in S and at least one of them is not of degree 3, then there are at least 3 new crossings i.e. at least 35 crossings on C, a contradiction.
Similarly we get a contradiction if there is one degree two vertex of Z to the left of R, and there is a vertex in S.
Let there be exactly one vertex of degree 2 or 4 in S. Such a vertex can be moved to the right immediate neighbourhood of the region R without increasing the number of crossings. Now, assume we have two vertices of degree 3 in S. The two vertices must be either both from the third column or from the same row (either first or sixth), otherwise we have at least 3 more crossings on C, a contradiction.
Consider the first of these special situations i.e. the two degree 3 vertices are from the third column, see Fig. 5 .
As it is shown in the figure, the vertices can be moved to the right immediate neighbourhood of R, without increasing the number of crossings, i.e. all vertices of Z will be to the right of R.
If the two degree 3 vertices are from the same row, say the first one, they are in one of the following two special situations see Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 .
Again, in these cases both vertices can be moved to the right immediate neighbourhood of R, without increasing the number of crossings, and all vertices of Z will be to the right of R.
The last case we need to analyse is one degree 3 vertex in S. We checked by computer all possible drawing of C (i.e. 7(6!) 2 situations) and found that if there is one vertex of degree 3 in S then C is crossed at least 33 times and there is only one such drawing of C S containing two degree 3 vertices from the same row with precisely 33 crossings. We call it optimal with one vertex in S (see Fig. 8 ).
Let us have both combs in optimal drawing with empty S. In total they contain 64 crossings. Consider now 6 horizontal paths, forming a set P , starting in the second column and ending in the (n − 1)st column. Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, the paths from P create 20(n − 4) crossings on the 3rd,...,(n − 2)nd column. Now, we count the number of crossings caused mutually on paths from P . Recall [8] that the bipartite crossing number of a 2p-vertex cycle is p−1. The paths of P are divided into 2 groups according to the line on which they start on the left side. Consider any 2 paths from different groups. Join them by 2 new artificial edges on the left and right side, respectively. We get a (2n − 4)-vertex cycle. As there are no crossings on the new edges the original paths cross at least n − 3 times and the number of crossings between the paths of different groups is 9(n − 3).
Consider any 2 paths from the same group. Identify the starting vertices of the paths on the left and right side, respectively.This operation does not increase the crossing number. We get a (2n − 6)-vertex cycle with n − 4 crossings. Hence there are 3(n − 4) crossings between the paths of each group. Altogether the number of mutal crossings on the paths is 15n − 51.
The optimal drawing of C forces 10 crossings between the edges of the 2nd column and edges joining the 2nd and the 3rd column. A similar argument holds for the right hand side comb. So we have 20 such crossings. In total we have bcr(D(P 6 × P n )) = 64 + 20(n − 4) + 15n − 51 + 20 = 35n − 47, crossings.
If instead of optimal with empty S, the comb is in optimal with one node in S, drawing, then we have 33 crossings on the comb, one less crossings on edges of the third column and edges between second and third columns, one less on the edges between second and third columns on themselves, one less on the edges of second column and on the edges between second and third columns and one more crossing on the edges of the second and third column and one more crossing on the second column and edges between third and fourth columns. The changes in comparison with optimal drawing with empty S are only local and they give the same number of crossings in total.
Upper Bounds
First we describe 2 types of bipartite drawings of meshes.
• A mesh P m × P n is drawn in a diagonal manner if the vertices are placed in the order shown in Fig. 9 .
We denote it by D d (P m × P n ).
• We say that the mesh is drawn in a combined way if the vertices are placed in the order as shown in Fig. 10 . The parameter s < n/2 denotes the number of left and right columns whose vertices are drawn in diagonal manner. We denote this type of drawing by D c (P m × P n ).
I N C O R R E C T
Note that if s = 1, the drawing is just a column by column drawing. One can check that the number of vertices in the above defined types of drawings of meshes is given by the following upper bounds:
As a consequence we get matching upper bounds to our lower bounds from Section 3:
At this place we reproduce a The values for m = n are obtained by diagonal drawings. The values for n > m are obtained by combined drawings. In cases m = 5, 6, 7 and m = 8 and n > m we use the combined drawing with s = 2 and s = 3, respectively.
For general square meshes the upper bound (1) gives
which we believe to be optimal. For general rectangular meshes with 4 ≤ m ≤ n, we have
The righthand side of the inequality (2) is minimized for a value s = s m , for which as
Comparing the minimum with the value for the diagonal drawing (1) we see that the diagonal drawing is better only in a narrow interval m ≤ n ≤ α m m, for which if m → ∞, α m → 2(3 − √ 2)/3 = 1.057333 · · · .
Appendix
Here we describe the construction of 6 vertex disjoint paths, forming a set P, between the vertices of the second column and vertices of Z (the set Z consists of 11 vertices lying in the 3-rd through 7-th columns). If vertices of Z are in five different rows, we construct five paths by using edges of the corresponding rows and the sixth is constructed by using edges of the empty row and the column containg a vertex in a neighbouring row.
Let the vertices of Z be in 4 rows and the two empty rows are neither first two nor the last two rows. We construct 4 paths from the edges of the rows containing the vertices of Z . The two more paths are constructed from edges of the empty rows till a columns containing vertices in the neighbouring rows, where such a path is finished by an edge from that column. Wlog, let the empty rows are first two.
If the vertices are in five columns, we take the vertex of Z first from left and construct one path by taking edges of the row containing the vertex. Then we construct one or two paths in the neighbouring row(s) using edges of the row(s) and the column edge(s) to the vertex.
If the vertices are in 4 columns, then construct paths to the vertices in the first column using only the row edges. Then the paths using the edges of the neighbouring rows and column edges incident with the vertices in the first column. If there is only one vertex in the first column then there should be at least three vertices in the next column and we will be able to construct three further paths to two of these vertices. The last two paths are constructed by using edges of the first two empty rows and the edges of the last two columns with vertices from Z .
If the vertices are in 3 columns, one can create 4 paths using only edges of rows containing the vertices and 2 more paths using the empty rows edges and column edges of last two columns.
Let the vertices of Z be in 3 rows. They have to occupy 4 or 5 columns. If they are in 4 columns they are in a rectangle of size 3 × 4 and we construct 3 paths using only row edges and then 3 more paths using edges of empty rows and the edges of the last three columns. If the vertices are in 5 columns, we construct 3 paths to vertices in the first two columns and 3 more paths using edges of empty rows and the edges of the last three columns.
